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 A practitioner's view of when and how to employ Model Based 

System Development(MBSD) methodologies.

− Is there a good or bad time in a system’s lifecycle to start utilizing 

MBSD?

− When MBSD is used, how does one go about deciding the scope 

and application of the methods to a specific system (domain)?

Synopsis



 Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

− West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV

 Masters of Engineering in Computer and Systems 
Engineering

− Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy NY

Educational Background



Work Experiences in various Engineering Fields:
Systems Engineering 

Software Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Nuclear Engineering

Navy Training Simulation
• Trident Propulsion Plant

• Trident Command and Control

• Aegis Destroyer Team Trainer

Work Experiences



 Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory
(General Electric/Lockheed-Martin)

− Navy Propulsion Training

− Advanced Thermo-Hydraulic 

Modeling and Visualization 

Work Experiences

 Transportation Solutions

(Lockheed-Martin/Leidos)

− Modernization of FAA En Route and 

Terminal Air Traffic Control Systems



What is MBSD? 
• Formalizes the practice of 

systems development through the 

use of models

• Broad in scope

– Includes multiple modeling 

domains across life cycle 

from SOS to component

• Results in quality/productivity 

improvements & lower risk

– Rigor and precision

– Communications among 

development team and 

customer

– Management of complexity

Life Cycle Support
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Why Model Based System Development?

MBSD Mitigates These Issues By 
Applying and Integrating Models 

Through the Lifecycle, Enforcing Data 
Consistency, Promoting 

Communication Between All Parties

Pre-MBSD:

• Lack of connections between teams, 

tools

• Miscommunication between all parties

• Inconsistent data or duplicative 

sources of data

• Inefficient use of available data

• Baseline changes are slow, costly 



 Better retention and transfer of system and software design 

knowledge

 Quality Improvement/Defect Prevention Opportunities

 Competitive Pressure and Customer Environment

Additional Motivation for Change

Which factory do you want your business to reflect?



 Strong Usage/Industry Standard amongst the larger Government 
Contractor Industry 

 Extends Object Oriented Methodologies

− Use of SysML Provides a Richer set of Modeling Options to cover SE, 
SW and Test domains

 Oriented to maintaining consistency across views in the model

− Horizontally – Within SE,SW, and Test Domains

− Vertically – Between SE,SW, and Test Domains

 Is the means and the end of engineering efforts

− Contract required Documentation is by-product of methodology as 
opposed to the end product of the activity.

Model Based System Development



Past Methodologies

System Engineering

Software Engineering

1990 2000 2010

Structured Analysis Object Oriented Analysis - UML

Object Oriented Design– UMLStructured Design

Today

Program Lifecycles

Often SE Analysis and Design did not directly flow to SW 

Design

SE/SW Methodologies were used predominately for initial 

designs.  Not widely used during lifecycle maintenance
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 Earlier the better!

− Within the lifecycle of a program the best time is during system 

concept where the system architecture is in its infancy and 

modeling can help drive the taxonomy and consistency among 

system development team.

− The definition of System concept can be translated to a proposed 

system design in response to a set of customer requirements

• Use of MBSD in the technical solution development of a proposal  

presents its own set of unique challenges (time and knowledge 

depth)

− Ability to evolve and decompose through the development and 

complete system lifecycle

When is a good time to adopt MBSD?
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 Is it ever too late?

− There are benefits that can be realized at any stage of system lifecycle

− The benefits might be offset by the refactoring effort of transforming 

legacy methodology by-products (requirements, documents) into a 

sustainable system model

• Some potential strategies offered later.

When is a good time to adopt MBSD?
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 Organizational Preparedness

− SysML/Modeling Knowledge and Familiarity

• Invest in education and small scale prototyping activities to gain 

organizational knowledge and familiarity of the modeling language

− Availability of Modeling Tools and Model Configuration Mgmt Tools

• Ensure easy access to modeling tools

• Ensure there is configuration management capabilities within modeling to 

ensure integrity of models with a larger team

− Readily Available and Disseminated Application Guidance

• Coincident with SysML Education, an advanced team of SysML

leads/practicioners should have developed how SysML will be uniformly 

applied to a system development effort

− System Development Process Modifications

• Internally, organizations should review there current system development 

processes to determine what modifications should be done to account for 

new methodologies.

› Model Reviews versus Document Reviews

Other factors to consider in MBSD adoption timing
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 Length of System Lifecycle and Current Stage of Lifecycle

− Strategies to Transition from an existing documentation centric 

methodology to model based during the system lifecycle can vary and 

seem diminished the further along the lifecycle 

 Size and Complexity of Systems 

− Larger Size and Higher Complexity demand more Organizational 

Preparedness

• Pay particular attention to Tools and Configuration Management

• Increases importance on good guidance communication

• Increased logistical coordination when combined with agile methods.

Other factors to consider in MBSD adoption timing
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 Teams transitioning to MBSD can be overwhelmed with the 

possibilities of what can be modeled.  

− The breadth of SysML capabilities and the flexibility within SysML model 

to represent in different manners can be daunting.

− Teams need to determine what is the minimum representation that is 

needed to provide sufficient value in terms of effort to communicate the 

system design.

− What ever is decided needs to be documented in terms of application 

guidance for the team

− Tend to subscribe to the following concepts:

• If the modeling approach makes sense to the entire team I would argue that it 

likely right for your team.  Only through the lens of practice does the guidance 

get validated. 

• Start small and enhance guidance and application to suite your needs.  Don’t 

get overly ambitious to apply obscure modeling techniques because one can. 

How does one get started in MBSD?



SysML Diagram Taxonomy
SysML Diagram

Structure

Diagram

Behavior

Diagram

Use Case

Diagram

Activity

Diagram

Internal Block

Diagram

Block Definition

Diagram

Sequence

Diagram

State Machine

Diagram

Parametric

Diagram

Requirement

Diagram

Modified from UML 2

New diagram type

Package Diagram

Same as UML 2

Modeling Advice #1: - “Not every color crayon in the crayon 

box has to be used” – Don’t get overly creative in applying 

modeling notations

◼ Package diagram (pkg)

◼ Requirement diagram (req)

◼ Use Case diagram (uc)

◼ Block Definition diagram (bdd)

◼ Internal Block diagram (ibd)

◼ Activity diagram (act)

◼ Sequence diagram (seq)

◼ State Machine diagram 
(stm)

◼ Parametric diagram (par)



 Trial Usage to Gain Additional Adoption Insights

− Pick a couple small pilot modeling activities that can fit in 2 month 

timeframe with 1 to 2 engineers

− Train Engineers or Use Engineers with Prior MBSE Experience

− Model an Existing Sub-system that has some form of documentation and 

embedded knowledge

− Adoption Refinement or Abandonment

 Implement on New Enhancement Work 

− Does not require re-modeling entire system design

 Remodel System Designs through future System Modifications

− Through time gradually remodel system designs as they are being 

modified.

Possible Strategies for Adoption in Existing 
Programs
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 Define System Structure
− Hierarchy/Composition/Relationship of System Blocks

− Interaction of System Blocks

 Define Behavior
− Actors Identified 

− System\Subsystem Use Cases

 Requirements Traceability
− System Requirements to System Blocks (Subsystems)  <<allocated>>

− System Use Cases to System Requirements <<refine>>

− Software Requirements to System Blocks  <<satisfy>>

− Subsystem Use Cases to Software Requirements <<refine>

 Define Software Structure
− Hierarchy/Composition/Relationship of software blocks within system components

− Interaction of Software Components 

 Define Hardware Structure
− Hierarchy/Composition/Relationship of hardware blocks within system components

− Interaction of Hardware Components

Simplified Model Based System Design Approach
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 Need High Level System Components Well Established\Agreed 

Upon before engaging in Sprint Activity

− Loosely Coupled Subsystems

− Service Oriented as much as possible

 Establishing Design/Modeling Tasks per Lower Components for 

Measuring Progress

− Also ensure uniformity in system design/decomposition through modeling

 Awareness of possible rework when tightly couple components are 

worked in different sprint cycles

− This should be unlikely and avoided – takes careful planning and 

awareness of the interdependency

©2015 LEIDOS. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

Considerations for Agile Methods
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 A Practical Guide to SysML, The Systems Modeling Language, 3rd

Edition, Sanford Friedenthal et. al.

− Good overview of SysML and some practical examples of applying

 Agile Systems Engineering, Bruce Powel Douglass

− Very good text on methods to apply MBSE in an Agile Framework

Favorite MBSE/MBSD Texts
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Questions and Answers


